
Names 
Atalanta sportswear 
I wanted to choose a name from greek mythology like nike but i wanted one that would embody our 
brand tough and fearless so I chose this name because atalanta is a figure in greek mythology who 
was raised by a bear and was tough and most famous for a running race where she killed whoever 
whe lost against and also said the competitors had to wear shoes against the norm of racing 
completely naked.



Logo design process
1. My first idea was to 
have a logo with the 
letters getting 
progressively smaller and 
to have the stylised A as 
my main symbol but it 
was hard to see the 
whole name which would 
be essential for people to 
recognise my brand. I 
also had the sportswear 
bit inside the A but it was 
to limiting in terms of 
space.

2. I then decided to 
have the letters 
scaling back up and 
spread the sportswear 
bit across the first and 
last A’s but it still felt 
like something was 
missing.

3. My first idea 
was to add a bear 
because in the 
myth Atalanta was 
raised by a bear 
but it didn’t look 
very good so I 
took it out.



Logo design process

4. I decided to add a spear instead and i 
thought it looked a lot better and also fitted the 
theme.

5. I finally found the perfect place to put 
sports-wear so I made the letters bigger and 
put them under the spear to have a 
self-contained logo and to finish I made the 
letters thicker.



Logo 

This is the logo I made I found it embodies our brand perfectly. It is a striking design with the spear 
representing the heroine. It is quite similar to other sports brand logos with features like a monochrome 
finish, easy to read stylised letters and a symbol built into to it. I also wanted to differentiate myself by 
using greek style letters.





Advertising 

My brands advertising will mainly be sponsoring extreme sports youtubers because looking 
at google trends brands that heavily sponsored youtubers had massive spikes in searches.
My advertising will be focused on durability and products that will last a long time using 
figures such as 300 million pairs of shoes are thrown away every year just in America 
because they are not very durable. 



My advertising video
I have made a video that embodies 
my brands message of stopping 
shoe pollution and also being an 
effective advertisement to encourage 
people to buy our product. It will be 
played at the start of youtube videos 
this type of advertising costs around 
$10 a day but it will reach a lot of 
people.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6cmI5kkN7U


My poster
My poster is striking and will engage people 
with a shocking statistic this poster will be 
displayed inside buses it will cost 20 pounds 
a week for 5 buses.


